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Abstract
We show that any countable subgroup of the multiplicative group R×+ of positive real numbers can be
realized as the fundamental group F(A) of a separable simple unital C∗-algebra A with unique trace. Fur-
thermore for any fixed countable subgroup G of R×+, there exist uncountably many mutually nonisomorphic
such algebras A with G =F(A).
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1. Introduction
Let M be a factor of type II1 with a normalized trace τ . Murray and von Neumann introduced
the fundamental group F(M) of M in [13]. The fundamental group F(M) of M is a subgroup of
the multiplicative group R×+ of positive real numbers. They showed that if M is hyperfinite, then
F(M) = R×+. In our previous paper [14], we introduced the fundamental group F(A) of a simple
unital C∗-algebra A with a unique normalized trace τ based on the computation of Picard groups
by Kodaka [8–10]. We compute the fundamental groups of several nuclear or nonnuclear C∗-
algebras. K-theoretical obstruction enable us to compute the fundamental group easily.
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Voiculescu [22] showed that the fundamental group F(L(F∞)) of the group factor L(F∞) of
the free group F∞ contains the positive rationals and Radulescu proved that F(L(F∞)) = R×+
in [19]. Connes [3] showed that if G is a countable ICC group with property (T), then F(L(G))
is a countable group. Recently, Popa showed that any countable subgroup of R×+ can be realized
as the fundamental group of some factor of type II1 with separable predual in [17]. Furthermore
Popa and Vaes [18] exhibited a large family S of subgroups of R×+, containing R×+ itself, all of its
countable subgroups, as well as uncountable subgroups with any Hausdorff dimension in (0,1),
such that for each G ∈ S there exist many free ergodic measure preserving actions of F∞ for
which the associated II1 factor M has fundamental group equal to G.
In this paper we show that any countable subgroup of R×+ can be realized as the fundamen-
tal group of a separable simple unital C∗-algebra with unique trace. Furthermore for any fixed
countable subgroup G of R×+, there exist uncountably many mutually nonisomorphic such alge-
bras A with G = F(A). We apply a method of Blackadar [1] and Phillips [16] to the type II1
factors of Popa [17]. Our new examples are nonnuclear.
On the other hand, for an additive subgroup E of R containing 1, we define the positive inner
multiplier group IM+(E) of E by
IM+(E) =
{
t ∈ R×+
∣∣ t ∈ E, t−1 ∈ E, and tE = E}.
Then we have F(A) ⊂ IM+(τ∗(K0(A))). Almost all examples provided in [14] satisfy F(A) =
IM+(τ∗(K0(A))). We should note that not all countable subgroups of R×+ arise as IM+(E).
For example, {9n ∈ R×+ | n ∈ Z} does not arise as IM+(E) for any additive subgroup E of R
containing 1. Therefore if the fundamental group of a C∗-algebra A is equal to {9n ∈ R×+ | n ∈ Z}
and A is in a classifiable class by the Elliott invariant, then τ∗ : K0(A) → τ∗(K0(A)) cannot be
an order isomorphism. Matui informed us that there exists such an AF-algebra.
2. Hilbert C∗-modules and Picard groups
We recall some definitions and notations in [14]. Let A be a simple unital C∗-algebra with
a unique normalized trace τ and X a right Hilbert A-module. (See [11,12] for the basic facts
on Hilbert modules.) We denote by LA(X ) the algebra of the adjointable operators on X . For
ξ, η ∈ X , a “rank one operator” Θξ,η is defined by Θξ,η(ζ ) = ξ 〈η, ζ 〉A for ζ ∈ X . We denote
by KA(X ) the closure of the linear span of “rank one operators” Θξ,η . We call a finite set
{ξi}ni=1 ⊆ X a finite basis of X if η =
∑n
i=1 ξi〈ξi, η〉A for any η ∈ X , see [7,23]. It is also called
a frame as in [6]. If A is unital and there exists a finite basis for X , then LA(X ) = KA(X ).
Let H(A) denote the set of isomorphic classes [X ] of right Hilbert A-modules X with finite
basis.
Let B be a C∗-algebra. An A–B-equivalence bimodule is an A–B-bimodule F which is
simultaneously a full left Hilbert A-module under a left A-valued inner product A〈·,·〉 and a
full right Hilbert B-module under a right B-valued inner product 〈·,·〉B , satisfying A〈ξ, η〉ζ =
ξ 〈η, ζ 〉B for any ξ, η, ζ ∈ F . We say that A is Morita equivalent to B if there exists an A–B-
equivalence bimodule. The dual module F∗ of an A–B-equivalence bimodule F is a set {ξ∗; ξ ∈
F} with the operations such that ξ∗+η∗ = (ξ +η)∗, λξ∗ = (λξ)∗, bξ∗a = (a∗ξb∗)∗, B〈ξ∗, η∗〉 =
〈η, ξ 〉B and 〈ξ∗, η∗〉A = A〈η, ξ 〉. Then F∗ is a B–A-equivalence bimodule. We refer the reader
to [20,21] for the basic facts on equivalence bimodules and Morita equivalence.
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and Rieffel in [2]. For A–A-equivalence bimodules E1 and E2, we say that E1 is isomorphic to
E2 as an equivalence bimodule if there exists a C-liner one-to-one map Φ of E1 onto E2 with the
properties such that Φ(aξb) = aΦ(ξ)b, A〈Φ(ξ),Φ(η)〉 = A〈ξ, η〉 and 〈Φ(ξ),Φ(η)〉A = 〈ξ, η〉A
for a, b ∈ A, ξ, η ∈ E1. The set of isomorphic classes [E] of the A–A-equivalence bimodules
E forms a group under the product defined by [E1][E2] = [E1 ⊗A E2]. We call it the Picard
group of A and denote it by Pic(A). The identity of Pic(A) is given by the A–A-bimodule
E := A with A〈a1, a2〉 = a1a∗2 and 〈a1, a2〉A = a∗1a2 for a1, a2 ∈ A. The inverse element of [E]
in the Picard group of A is the dual module [E∗]. Let α be an automorphism of A, and let
EAα = A with the obvious left A-action and the obvious A-valued inner product. We define the
right A-action on EAα by ξ · a = ξα(a) for any ξ ∈ EAα and a ∈ A, and the right A-valued inner
product by 〈ξ, η〉A = α−1(ξ∗η) for any ξ, η ∈ EAα . Then EAα is an A–A-equivalence bimodule.
For α,β ∈ Aut(A), EAα is isomorphic to EAβ if and only if there exists a unitary u ∈ A such that
α = ad u ◦ β . Moreover, EAα ⊗ EAβ is isomorphic to EAα◦β . Hence we obtain a homomorphism ρA
of Out(A) to Pic(A). An A–B-equivalence bimodule F induces an isomorphism Ψ of Pic(A)
to Pic(B) by Ψ ([E]) = [F∗ ⊗ E ⊗ F ] for [E] ∈ Pic(A). Therefore if A is Morita equivalent
to B , then Pic(A) is isomorphic to Pic(B). Since A is unital, any A–A-equivalence bimodule
is a finitely generated projective A-module as a right module with a finite basis {ξi}ni=1. Put
p = (〈ξi, ξj 〉A)ij ∈ Mn(A). Then p is a projection and E is isomorphic to pAn as a right Hilbert
A-module with an isomorphism of A to pMn(A)p as a C∗-algebra.
Define a map TˆA : H(A) → R+ by TˆA([X ]) = ∑ni=1 τ(〈ξi, ξi〉A), where {ξi}ni=1 is a finite
basis of X . Then TˆA([X ]) does not depend on the choice of basis and TˆA is well defined. We can
define a map TA of Pic(A) to R+ by the same way of TˆA. We showed that TA is a multiplicative
map and TA(EAid) = 1 in [14]. Moreover, we can show the following proposition by a similar
argument in the proof of Proposition 2.1 in [14].
Proposition 2.1. Let A and B be simple unital C∗-algebras with unique trace. Assume that F is
an A–B-equivalence bimodule and X is a right Hilbert A-module. Then
TˆB
([X ⊗ F ])= TˆA([X ])TˆB([F ]).
We denote by Tr the usual unnormalized trace on Mn(C). Put
F(A) := {τ ⊗ Tr(p) ∈ R×+ ∣∣ p is a projection in Mn(A) such that pMn(A)p ∼= A}.
Then F(A) is equal to the image of TA and a multiplicative subgroup of R×+ by Theorem 3.1
in [14]. We call F(A) the fundamental group of A. If A is separable, then F(A) is countable.
We shall show that the fundamental group is a Morita equivalence invariant for simple unital
C∗-algebras with unique trace.
Proposition 2.2. Let A and B be simple unital C∗-algebras with unique trace. If A is Morita
equivalent to B , then F(A) = F(B).
Proof. By assumption, there exists an A–B-equivalence bimodule F , and F induces an isomor-
phism Ψ of Pic(A) to Pic(B) such that Ψ ([E]) = [F∗ ⊗ E ⊗ F ] for [E] ∈ Pic(A). Since F∗ ⊗ F
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TˆA
([F∗])TˆB([F ])= TB([F∗ ⊗ F])= 1.
For [E] ∈ Pic(A),
TB
([F∗ ⊗ E ⊗ F])= TˆA([F∗])TˆB([E ⊗ F ])= TˆA([F∗])TA([E])TˆB([F ])
by Proposition 2.1. Therefore TB([Ψ (E)]) = TA([E]) and F(A) = F(B). 
3. New examples
An idea of our construction comes from the following results of Blackadar, Proposition 2.2 of
[1] and Phillips, Lemma 2.2 of [16].
Lemma 3.1. (See Blackadar [1].) Let M be a simple C∗-algebra, and let A ⊂ M be a separable
C∗-subalgebra. Then there exists a simple separable C∗-subalgebra B with A ⊂ B ⊂ M .
Lemma 3.2. (See Phillips [16].) Let M be a unital C∗-algebra, and let A ⊂ M be a separable
C∗-subalgebra. Then there exists a separable C∗-subalgebra B with A ⊂ B ⊂ M such that every
tracial state on B is the restriction of a tracial state on M .
The following lemma is just a combination of the two results above.
Lemma 3.3. Let M be a simple C∗-algebra with unique trace τˆ , and let A ⊂ M be a separable
C∗-subalgebra. Then there exists a simple separable C∗-subalgebra B with A ⊂ B ⊂ M such
that B has a unique trace τ that is a restriction of τˆ .
Theorem 3.4. Let G be a countable subgroup of R×+. Then there exist uncountably many mutually
nonisomorphic separable simple nonnuclear unital C∗-algebras A with unique trace such that
the fundamental group F(A) = G.
Proof. First we shall show that there exists a separable simple unital C∗-algebra A with unique
trace such that F(A) = G. There exists a type II1 factor M with separable predual such that
F(M) = G, which is constructed by Popa [17]. Let S1 ⊂ M be a countable subset that is
weak operator dense in M . We denote by τˆ the unique trace of M . We enumerate the count-
able semigroup G ∩ (0,1] by {tm: m ∈ N}. Since F(M) = G and M is a factor of type II1,
for any m ∈ N there exist a projection pm in M such that τˆ (pm) = tm and an isomorphism
φm of M onto pmMpm. Define B0 ⊂ M be the unital C∗-subalgebra of M generated by S1
and {pm: m ∈ N}. By Lemma 3.3, there exists a separable simple unital C∗-algebra A0 with
a unique trace τ0 such that B0 ⊂ A0 ⊂ M . Let B1 ⊂ M be the C∗-subalgebra of M generated
by A0,
⋃
m∈N φm(A0) and
⋃
m∈N φ−1m (pmA0pm). By the same way, there exists a separable
simple unital C∗-algebra A1 with a unique trace τ1 such that B1 ⊂ A1 ⊂ M . We construct induc-
tively C∗-algebras Bn ⊂ An ⊂ M as follows: Let Bn ⊂ M be the C∗-subalgebra of M generated
by An−1,
⋃
m∈N φm(An−1) and
⋃
m∈N φ−1m (pmAn−1pm). By Lemma 3.3, there exists a separable
simple unital C∗-algebra An with a unique trace τn such that Bn ⊂ An ⊂ M . Then we have
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and φm(An−1) ⊂ pmAnpm and φ−1m (pmAn−1pm) ⊂ An for any m ∈ N. Set A =
⋃∞
n=0 An. Then
A is a separable simple unital C∗-algebra A with a unique trace τ . By the construction, φm(A) =
pmApm for any m ∈ N. Hence G ⊂ F(A). Since πτ (A)′′ is isomorphic to M ,
F(A) ⊂ F(πτ (A)′′)= F(M) = G
by Proposition 3.29 of [14]. Thus F(A) = G. Moreover A is not nuclear, because A is weak
operator dense in a factor M that is not hyperfinite.
Next we shall show that there exist uncountably many mutually nonisomorphic such exam-
ples. Let E be a countable additive subgroup of R. We enumerate by {rm: ∈ N} the positive
elements of E. Since M is a factor of type II1, for any m ∈ N there exist a natural number k
and a projection qm ∈ Mk(M) such that τˆ ⊗ Tr(qm) = rm. Define S2 ⊂ M to be the union of the
matrix elements of qm for running m ∈ N. Let C0 be the C∗-subalgebra of M generated by S2
and A. By a similar argument as the first paragraph, we can construct a separable simple unital
C∗-algebra C with unique trace such that F(C) = G and C0 ⊂ C ⊂ M . Then it is clear that
E is contained in τ∗(K0(C)). Since no countable union of countable subgroups of R can con-
tain all countable subgroups of R, we can construct uncountably many mutually nonisomorphic
examples by the choice of E. 
Remark 3.5. In fact, we show that there exist uncountably many Morita inequivalent separa-
ble simple nonnuclear unital C∗-algebras A with unique trace such that the fundamental group
F(A) = G in the proof above.
Remark 3.6. We can choose a C∗-algebra A in the theorem above so that A has stable rank one
and real rank zero and τ∗ : K0(A) → τ∗(K0(A)) is an order isomorphism by using Lemma 2.3,
Lemma 2.4 and Lemma 2.5 of [16]. Then we have the following exact sequence by Proposi-
tion 3.26 of [14]:
1 → Out(A) ρA−→ Pic(A) T−→ F(A) → 1.
Remark 3.7. We do not know whether any countable subgroup of R×+ can be realized as the
fundamental group of a separable unital simple nuclear C∗-algebra with unique trace.
Lemma 3.8. Let M1 and M2 be factors of type II1, and let A0 ⊂ M1 and B0 ⊂ M2 be separable
C∗-subalgebras. Then there exist separable simple unital C∗-algebras A and B with the unique
traces τA and τB such that A0 ⊂ A ⊂ M1, B0 ⊂ B ⊂ M2 and (τA)∗(K0(A)) = (τB)∗(K0(B)).
Proof. Let τ1 be the unique trace on M1 and τ2 the unique trace on M2. Since A0 and B0
are separable C∗-algebras, (τ1|A0)∗(K0(A0)) and (τ2|B0)∗(K0(B0)) are countable groups. We
enumerate the positive elements of (τ1|A0)∗(K0(A0)) by {tm: m ∈ N} and the positive ele-
ments of (τ2|B0)∗(K0(B0)) by {rm: m ∈ N}. Since M1 and M2 are factors of type II1, for
any m ∈ N there exist a natural number k and projections pm ∈ Mk(M1) and qm ∈ Mk(M2)
such that τ1 ⊗ Tr(pm) = rm and τ2 ⊗ Tr(qm) = tm. Put S1 ⊂ M1 (resp. S2 ⊂ M2) to be the
union of the matrix elements of pm (resp. qm) for running m ∈ N. Define C1 ⊂ M1 (resp.
D1 ⊂ M2) be the unital C∗-subalgebra of M1 (resp. M2) generated by A0 and S1 (resp. B0
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unique trace such that C1 ⊂ A1 ⊂ M1 and D1 ⊂ B1 ⊂ M2. Then we have (τ1|A0)∗(K0(A0)) ⊂
(τ2|B1)∗(K0(B1)) and (τ2|B0)∗(K0(B0)) ⊂ (τ1|A1)∗(K0(A1)). In a similar way, we construct in-
ductively simple separable unital C∗-algebras An ⊂ M1 and Bn ⊂ M2 with unique trace such that
(τ1|An−1)∗(K0(An−1)) ⊂ (τ2|Bn)∗(K0(Bn)) and (τ2|Bn−1)∗(K0(Bn−1)) ⊂ (τ1|An)∗(K0(An)). Set
A = ⋃∞n=1 An and B = ⋃∞n=1 Bn. Then A and B are separable simple unital C∗-algebras with
unique trace. We denote by τA the unique trace on A and by τB the unique trace on B . By the
construction, (τA)∗(K0(A)) = (τB)∗(K0(B)). 
We denote by Ell(A) the Elliott invariant (K0(A),K0(A)+, [1]0,K1(A)).
Corollary 3.9. For any countable subgroups G1 and G2 of R×+, there exist separable simple
nonnuclear unital C∗-algebras A and B with unique trace such that Ell(A) ∼= Ell(B), F(A) =
G1 and F(B) = G2.
Proof. The proof of Theorem 3.4, Lemma 3.8 and Lemma 2.5 of [16] implies that there ex-
ist separable simple nonnuclear unital C∗-algebras A and B with the unique traces τA and τB
such that (τA)∗ : K0(A) → (τA)∗(K0(A)) and (τB)∗ : K0(B) → (τB)∗(K0(B)) are order iso-
morphisms, F(A) = G1, F(B) = G2, K1(A) = K1(B) = 0 and (τA)∗(K0(A)) = (τB)∗(K0(B)).
Since (τA)∗ and (τB)∗ are order isomorphisms and (τA)∗(K0(A)) = (τB)∗(K0(B)), we see that
Ell(A) ∼= Ell(B). 
For a positive number λ, let Gλ = {λn ∈ R×+ | n ∈ Z} be the multiplicative subgroup of R×+
generated by λ. In the below we shall consider whether Gλ can be realized as the fundamental
group of a nuclear C∗-algebra.
Proposition 3.10. Let λ be a prime number or a positive transcendental number. Then there
exists a simple AF-algebra A with unique trace such that F(A) = Gλ.
Proof. Let λ be a prime number. Consider a UHF-algebra A = Mλ∞ . Then F(A) = Gλ as in
Example 3.11 of [14]. Next we assume that λ is a positive transcendental number. Let Rλ be
the unital subring of R generated by λ. Then the set (Rλ)×+ of positive invertible elements in
Rλ is equal to Gλ. The proof of Theorem 3.14 of [14] shows that there exists a simple unital
AF-algebra A with unique trace such that F(A) = Gλ. 
Let O be an order of a real quadratic field or a real cubic field with one real embedding. Then
O×+ = Gλ is singly generated and the generator λ > 1 is called the fundamental unit of O by
Dirichlet’s unit theorem. We refer the reader to [15] for details. The proof of Theorem 3.14 of
[14] implies the following proposition.
Proposition 3.11. Let λ be a fundamental unit of an order of a real quadratic field or a cubic
field with one real embedding. Then there exists a simple AF-algebra A with unique trace such
that F(A) = Gλ.
Note that if p is a prime number and n  2, then the subgroup Gλ of R×+ generated by
λ = pn cannot be the positive inner multiplier group IM+(E) for any additive subgroup E of R
containing 1. In fact, on the contrary, suppose that Gλ = IM+(E) for some E. Then there exists
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This contradicts that 1
p
/∈ Gλ. However, we have another construction.
Example 3.12. For λ = 32 = 9, Matui shows us the following example: Let A be an AF-algebra
such that
K0(A) =
{(
b
9a
, c
)
∈ R × Z
∣∣∣ a, b, c ∈ Z, b ≡ c mod 8
}
,
K0(A)+ =
{(
b
9a
, c
)
∈ K0(A): b9a > 0
}
∪ {(0,0)} and [1A]0 = (1,1).
Then
F(A) = G9 :=
{
9n ∈ R×+
∣∣ n ∈ Z}.
Moreover τ∗ : K0(A) → τ∗(K0(A)) is not an order isomorphism and F(A) = IM+(τ∗(K0(A))).
Furthermore Katsura suggests us the following examples: Let λ = pn for a prime number p
and a natural number n 2. Then there exists a simple AF-algebra A with unique trace such that
F(A) = Gλ.
First consider the case that λ 8. Define
E =
{(
b
pna
, c
)
∈ R × Z
∣∣∣ a, b, c ∈ Z, b ≡ c mod (pn − 1)
}
,
E+ =
{(
b
pna
, c
)
∈ E: b
pna
> 0
}
∪ {(0,0)} and [u]0 = (1,1).
Then there exists a simple AF-algebra A such that (K0(A),K0(A)+, [1A]0) = (E,E+, u) by [4].
The classification theorem of [5] and some computation yield that F(A) = Gλ.
Next consider the case that λ = 22 = 4. Let
E =
{(
b
16a
, c
)
∈ R × Z
∣∣∣ a, b, c ∈ Z, b ≡ c mod 5
}
,
E+ =
{(
b
16a
, c
)
∈ E: b
16a
> 0
}
∪ {(0,0)} and [u]0 = (1,1).
Consider a simple AF-algebra A such that (K0(A),K0(A)+, [1A]0) = (E,E+, u). Then
F(A) = G4.
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